Abstract. The paper considers the problem of uniform veri cation of parameterized systems by symbolic model checking, using formulas in fs1s (a syntactic variant of the 2nd order logic ws1s) for the symbolic representation of sets of states. The technical di culty addressed in this work is that, in many cases, standard model-checking computations fail to converge. Using the tool tlv P ], we formulated a general approach to the acceleration of the transition relations, allowing an unbounded number of di erent processes to change their local state (or interact with their neighbor) in a single step. We demonstrate that this acceleration process solves the di culty and enables an e cient symbolic model-checking of many parameterized systems such as mutual-exclusion and token-passing protocols for any value of N, the parameter specifying the size of the system. Most previous approaches to the uniform veri cation of parameterized systems, only considered safety properties of such systems. In this paper, we present an approach to the veri cation of liveness properties and demonstrate its application to prove accessibility properties of the considered protocols.
Introduction
The problem of uniform veri cation of parameterized systems is one of the most thoroughly researched problems in computer-aided veri cation. The problem seems particularly elusive in the case of systems that consist of regularly connected nite-state processes (a process network). Such a system can be model checked for any given con guration, but this does not provide a conclusive evidence for the question of uniform veri cation, i.e., showing that the system is correct for all possible con gurations. ? This research was supported in part by the Minerva Center for Veri cation of Reactive Systems, a gift from Intel, and a grant from the U.S.-Israel bi-national science foundation.
??
In KMM + 97], we proposed an approach to the uniform veri cation of parameterized systems based on symbolic model checking in which the assertional language used to represent sets of reachable global states is that of a regular expressions over a nite alphabet which represents the local state of each of the processes in the system. As a trivial illustrative example, consider a parameterized system S(N) consisting of N processes arranged in a linear array. Assume that the local state of each process can be represented by the two values 0 and 1, where the state of a process P i] is 1 i P i] currently has the token which is passed around.
The initial global state (to which we refer as a con guration) can be described by the regular expression I = 10 representing the global state in which the leftmost process has the token. Note that even though every instance of the system S(N) has a unique initial con guration, the expression 10 represents the in nite set of initial con gurations obtained by considering the in nitely many di erent values of N.
The transition relation of this parameterized system can be represented by the binary rewrite rule given by 10 ! 01: This rewrite rules states that a single step of the system applied to a con guration represented by a word w may locate the substring 10 within w and replace it by the substring 01. Obviously, such a step represents the transmission of a token from a process with a token to its right neighbor, provided the neighbor is not currently in possession of a token.
To represent such rewrite rules in the most general context, KMM + 97] suggested to use a nite-state transducer which is an automaton reading a string of pairs of letters, one representing the pre-transition con guration and the other representing the post-transition con guration. Using the standard notation of unprimed and primed values to respectively represent these two con gurations, the transducer corresponding to the above transmission transition can again be represented by the following regular expression: Given a nite-state transducer T representing the transition relation and a regular expression E representing a set of con gurations, it is not di cult to compute the set of T-postimages or T-preimages of the con gurations in E which is guaranteed to be another regular expression. For example the T-postimage of 10 is the regular expression 010 . We denote by E T and T E the T-postimages (T -successor) and T-preimages (T -predecessor) of E, respectively.
To perform symbolic model checking we usually need the iterated versions of these two operators computed as follows: E T = E + E T + (E T) T + ((E T) T) T + T E = E + T E + T (T E) + T (T (T E)) + Now, if ' is a regular expression representing a property we wish to prove an invariant of the system, then S(N) j = ' for every N i (I T ) \ ' = ; or (T ') \ I = ;, where ' denotes the complement of '. The rst clause corresponds to forward exploration starting from the initial condition I while the second clause corresponds to backwards exploration starting from the set of states violating the property '.
The di culty speci c to regular model checking of parameterized systems is that, unlike bdd-based model checking of nite-state systems, the computation of either I T or T ' may fail to terminate. In fact, theoretical considerations predict that there will be cases in which these computations cannot terminate.
Termination of the computation of I T implies that the set of strings encoding reachable con gurations is a regular language, and it is easy to construct systems in which the set of reachable con gurations forms a context-free language.
However, experience with these methods shows that there are many cases in which the set of reachable con gurations is regular yet the straightforward computation of I T fails to converge. Assume that we wish to establish for the above example system the invariance of the property ' = 0 10 , claiming that all reachable con gurations contains precisely one token. To apply backwards exploration, we rst compute the set of violating con gurations, given by ' = 0 + (0 + 1) 1(0 + 1) 1(0 + 1) . The computation of T ' terminates in one step, yielding T ' = ' = 0 + (0 + 1) 1(0 + 1) 1(0 + 1) which, obviously, has an empty intersection with I = 10 , establishing that ' is an invariant of the considered system.
On the other hand, the computation of the forward exploration according to I T fails to terminate, yielding the following in nite sequence of approximations: 10 + 010 + 0010 + 00010 + The source of the problem was identi ed in ABJN99] as stemming from the fact that the transition relation T represents a step in which only one process (or a pair of contiguous processes) makes a move. The remedy proposed by this paper is to use the notion of an accelerated transition in which several (unbounded many) processes can make a move at the same step. For example, the accelerated version of the transition relation T = (00 0 + 11 0 ) (10 0 ) (01 0 ) (00 0 + 11 0 ) can be The methods of ABJN99] could only accelerate elementary transitions which only modi ed the local state of one process at a time. This made them inapplicable to the representation of systems which included synchronous message passing, such as the binary transformation 10 ! 01 appearing in our example system. This drawback has been recently corrected in JN00] which presents a speed-up operation which can be applied to elementary transitions that modify several contiguous processes at the same time.
The work presented here improves upon the results of ABJN99] and JN00] in several directions. To start with, our presentation framework uses the logic fs1s (a syntactic variant of ws1s, the weak second-order monadic theory of one successor Tho90]) to present sets of con gurations, e.g. the initial condition and the properties, as well as the transition relation. This uniform presentation by a powerful logic enables us to formulate several acceleration schemes still within the same language. Furthermore, the soundness of the transducer-based acceleration schemes of ABJN99] and JN00] depends on particular assumptions that the transition relation has to satisfy, such as a particular forms of leftand right-contexts, These have to be checked whenever one wants to apply the acceleration schemes of ABJN99] and JN00] to a particular transition relation. In our case, the acceleration is always sound and could never lead to false positive. In the worse case, they will not produce a useful acceleration and the process will continue to diverge even after the acceleration.
Using our acceleration schemes which are applicable to unary and binary elementary transitions in an unrestricted way, we managed to verify the protocols considered in ABJN99] in a very e cient manner, and consider some additional protocols which use synchronous communication, such as a token-passing protocol for mutual exclusion and the distributed termination detection algorithm of DFvG83].
However, the most important contribution of this paper is the extension of the regular model checking method to include veri cation of liveness properties, while all previous e orts concentrated on the parameterized veri cation of safety properties. Using these extensions, we managed to verify the property of accessibility for some of the protocols considered above.
Related Work
There are several results on algorithmic veri cation of parameterized systems SG92,AJ98,CGJ95]. In most of these works the transitions are guarded by local conditions involving the local states of a xed (unparameterized) number of processes, in contrast with the general global dependency which is allowed in KMM + 97,ABJN99,JN00]. The notions of speed-ups and acceleration of transitions were considered in BG96,BGWW97,BH97,ABJ98]. However, the accelerations considered there only condensed several moves of a xed number of processes, while in our case (and in ABJN99,JN00]) we consider speed-ups obtained by performing actions of an unbounded number of di erent processes, sequentially or in parallel. Previous attempts to verify parameterized protocols such as Burn's protocol JL98] and Szymanski's algorithm GZ98,MAB + 94,MP90] relied on abstraction functions or lemmas provided by the user. Other approaches to uniform parameterized veri cation are based on induction, where the user supplies the induction hypothesis either in the form of an assertion or in the form of a network invariant CGJ95, KM89, WL89] .
A recent work which has a signi cant overlap with our work has been presented by Bodeveix and Filali in BF00]. Similarly to our approach, they advantageously employ the expressive power of ws1s to present explicit formulas which capture various acceleration schemes. They report about a tool FMona which is a high-level macro-processor for mona HJJ + 96]. The main di erences between their work and ours are that, at this point, they do not consider liveness. Also, on the technical level, unlike the tlv P] tool which we use for the veri cation reported in this paper, the FMona tool does not seem to support a programming layer in which algorithms such as model-checking for safety and liveness can be programmed. As a result, if one wants to iterate the application of a transition relation to a set of states until it converges, it is necessary to provide an a priori bound n on how many iterations are necessary and to invoke the FMona macro processor which will expand the appropriate iteration into a pure mona code of size linear in n.
The Logic fs1s
We use the logic fs1s, ( nitary second-order theory of one successor) as a speci cation language for sets of global states of parameterized systems. This logic is derived from the weak second order logic of one successor Tho90] and also resembles the language m2l used in mona HJJ + 96]. The main di erence between ws1s and fs1s is that, in fs1s, we assume the existence of a special variable M which provides an upper bound to the size of all arrays. We found the use of this common upper bound to be of much help in the description of circular architectures such as rings. This is only a matter of convenience, because, it is always possible to introduce M as a second-order variable of ws1s and postulate its upper-bound properties.
It is well known that fs1s (as well as ws1s) has the expressive power of regular expressions, as well as nite automata which are the representation underlying our implementation. Following is a brief de nition of the logic.
Syntax
We assume a signature : f 1 ; : : : ; k g consisting of a nite set of nite alphabets. The vocabulary consists of position variables p 1 ; p 2 ; : : : and, for each i 2 , a set of i -array variables X i ; Y i ; Z i ; : : : . The special position variable M denotes the upper bound on the length of all arrays and all position variables.
Position (First-order) terms:
The constant 1 and any position variable p i are position terms. If t is a position term then so is t + 1.
Letter terms:
Every a 2 i is a i -term. If X is a i -array variable and t is a position term, then X t] is a i -term.
Atomic Formulas: t 1 t 2 , where t 1 and t 2 are position terms and 2 f=; <g. x = y, where x and y are i -terms for some i 2 .
Formulas: An atomic formula is a formula.
Let ' and be formulas. Then :', ' _ , 9p : ', 9X : ' are formulas, where p is a position variable and X is an array variable. For example, assume that is an array over the alphabet 1 = fN; T; Cg intended to represent the control location of a process in a process-array P 1]; : : : ; P M]. Similarly, assume that tok is a Boolean array (special case of 2 = f0; 1g) intended to represent the fact that process P i] currently has the token. Then, the We refer the reader to KMM + 97] for the de nition of the semantics of fs1s.
3 The Logic fs1s is Adequate
In this section we demonstrate the use of fs1s for expressing the constituents of a parameterized system. As a running example, we will use program mux of Fig. 1 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 However, as explained in the introduction, this single-action transition can be used in few cases for backwards exploration model checking but will often fail to converge when used in a forward exploration model checking.
We defer the speci cation of the justice and compassion requirements of system mux to Section 5 in which we discuss the veri cation of liveness properties, where the fairness requirements become relevant.
Model Checking
Having obtained the fs1s representation of the transition relation (X; X 0 ) of a system such as mux, there are several symbolic model checking tasks we can perform. For an fs1s formula '(X) representing a set of con gurations, we can compute the -successor and -predecessor of ' by the following expressions:
where unprime is a substitution operation which transforms each occurrence of X 0 k] into X k], and V is an auxiliary array variable of type state.
Note that ' computes the set of states satisfying EX' from which, by iteration and boolean operations, we can compute EF' and AG', provided the iteration converges.
Acceleration
Acceleration condenses a potentially unbounded number of applications of transitions into a single transition, by de ning a single \accelerated transition relation". It is up to the user to observe that acceleration is required and select the appropriate accelerations schemes to be applied. Since all accelerations are sound, there is no danger (except loss of time) in applying all the acceleration schemes which are available at a particular implementation.
Since the veri cation problem for parameterized system is, in general, undecidable AK86], there is no chance of accumulating a \complete" set of acceleration schemes. The best we can hope for is the assembly of a large set of schemes which can cover many of the useful examples.
To handle most of the cases in which regular model checking with singleaction transition relation failed to terminate, we found it necessary to consider three types of acceleration which we will now present.
Local Acceleration
In this mode of acceleration, we allow several actions to be taken in succession by the same process P i]. Given a unary transition relation 1 (X; X 0 ; i), we can compute its locally accelerated version by the repeated composition idle (which is one of the options allowed by 1 ) or change its local state according to 1 . For process P i] we require that, after all processes P 1]; P 2]; : : :; P i ?1] have taken their actions, we reach a con guration from which P i] can take its action. This is done by forming the two arrays T and V . where V represents the con guration prior to P i]'s action and V represents the con guration resulting from P i]'s action.
For example, applying global acceleration to the accelerated unary transition relation 1 (X; X 0 ; i) of program mux, we obtain (after some manual simpli cation to improve readability) the following accelerated unary transition: Note that the acceleration scheme presented here proceeds from left to right. It is straightforward to de ne an acceleration scheme which proceeds from right to left.
Global Acceleration of Binary Transitions
Finally, let us consider the acceleration of a binary transition, such as 2 (X; X 0 ; i) previously presented for program mux.
Unlike the acceleration of unary transitions, where the local state of each process changed at most once, in the case of binary acceleration some processes may change their local state twice. For example, they may change their state once when they receive the token from their left neighbor and then once more when they send the token to their right neighbor. Thus the acceleration of a binary token-passing transition may in one step move the token from process P i] to process P j] for an arbitrary j > i. To Note that this acceleration scheme does not apply 2 to process P M]. When we compute the total transition relation we add 2 (X; X 0 ; M) as an additional explicit disjunct.
These acceleration schemes were successfully applied to program mux and transformed the regular model checking procedure based on forward exploration from a divergent process into an e ciently convergent one, requiring no more than 4 iterations to converge in a matter of few seconds. More details about these computations are presented in Section 6.
Liveness
All of the previous results for the uniform algorithmic veri cation of parameterized systems concentrated on proofs of safety properties. Here we present an approach to the veri cation of liveness properties, using regular symbolic model checking. The main problem with parameterized veri cation of liveness properties is not so much that the property to be proven is more complex, but that we have to take into account an unbounded number of fairness assumptions, several for each process, and that these requirements are also parameterized. To appreciate the problem, let us specify the fairness requirements associated with program mux which, for the sake of simplicity of presentation, we restricted to justice (weak fairness) only.
Justice Requirements for Program mux
There are three justice requirements associated with each process of program mux. Respectively, they require that the process will never get stuck at location C, that it will never get stuck at location T while the process has the token, and that the process will not retain the token forever while it's right neighbor is continuously ready to receive it. In the computational model of fair discrete systems, justice requirements are presented as a set of assertions J = fJ 1 ; : : : ; J k g, with the requirement that a computation should in nitely often visit states satisfying J j for each j = 1; : : : ; k. In the parameterized case, each justice requirement is also parameterized by a process index i, and the requirement should be extended to cover all i 2 1::M]. In theory, one may try to verify a liveness property \every p is eventually followed by q" of a parameterized system using the standard symbolic model-checking algorithm. The core of this algorithm is the computation of the set of states lying on a fair :q-path. This computation can be succinctly described by the following x-point formula:
E f G:q = Y (:q^ Y^8i : (ĵ (( ^:q) (Y^J j i])))) Unfortunately, this computation seldom converges, even if we use an accelerated version of the transition relation. This is certainly the case for program mux.
Detecting Bad Cycles
Since the systems we analyze are nite-state (for every value of their parameter), it is obvious that the formula E f G:q characterizes the states from which there exists a (:q)-path leading to a fair (:q)-cycle, where the cycle being fair means that it visits at least once a J j -state, for each j = 1; : : : ; k. Denoting by G the set of states that participate in a fair (:q)-cycle, an equivalent requirement is that each s 2 G has a successor in G and that, for each s 2 G and each j = 1; : : : ; k, there exists a cycle from s to itself which visits on the way some J j -state.
Assume that (X; X 0 ) represents the total transition relation of the parame- Line 3 adds to the sets of states the interpretation of the auxiliary variables U and places in ' 2 the subset of ' 1 -states in which the interpretations of X and U agree. Line 4 places in ' 3 the set of ' 2 -states from which there exists a non-empty 1 -path leading to another ' 2 -state.
To see this, consider a state s 1 belonging to ' 3 , and let s 2 be the ' 2 -state reached at the end of the non-empty 1 Following a similar argument, the iterations at line 6 retain at ' 3 only the ' 2 -states which reside on a cycle containing a J j i] state for each j and each i. The cycles may be di erent for di erent values of j and i, but they can always be combined into a very big cycle which contains them all, and may revisit the originating state many times.
It follows that, when (and if) the algorithm terminates, ' 4 contains the states which reside on a non-empty fair (:q)-cycle.
The algorithm presented above can, in principle, be used also for conventional (non-parametric) symbolic model checking of liveness properties. However it is not advisable to do so, because the algorithm is highly ine cient in the conventional context due to the introduction of the auxiliary copy U of the state variables.
Normally, assertions of states and transitions relations are speci ed as having the types ' : V ! f0; 1g and : V V 0 ! f0; 1g. When adding an additional copy of the state variables we obtain assertions: ' : V U ! f0; 1g and : V U V 0 U 0 ! f0; 1g.
Note that all the work on acceleration actually computes separately from its application to any assertion '. This kind of computation is usually avoided whenever possible. For example, in symbolic backwards exploration, it is more e cient to compute ( ') rather than ( ) '.
For these reasons the additional copy of the state variables excises a heavy penalty, as is evident from the performance gures presented in Table 1 of Section 6. However, in the parameterized context, this is the only fully automatic algorithm we managed to successfully use for the veri cation of liveness properties.
Liveness Using Pseudo Cycles
Realizing the heavy price one has to pay for a full second copy of the state variables, we developed another approach which replaces the notion of a cycle by a pseudo cycle. Assume that the set of reachable states is partitioned by a partition into a set of disjoint classes. A pseudo-cycle, relative to the partition , is a path which begins and ends in two states belonging to the same class. Note, that when the partition is the nest possible, that is, each class containing a single state, then the notions of a pseudo-cycle and a cycle coincide.
To use this approach, the user has to provide a parameterized assertion E(i), which de nes the partition, consisting of a class for each value of i. The pseudocycle method is guaranteed to be sound but may produce false negatives due to its approximative nature.
The following is the improved algorithm for nding fair (:q)-pseudo-cycles: 5: for j := 1; : : : ; k do 6: ' 3 := ' 3^( 8i : 1 (J j i]^' 1^( 1 ' 2 ))) Let E(i) be an assertion such that ' 1 ! E(i). E(i) should be such that it partitions the space of (:q)-reachable states. This partition corresponds to the set of state classes we use in order to nd pseudo cycles.
The improved algorithm is similar to the original one, except for lines 2,3, in which we omitted the references to U, and line 7 which is omitted entirely. Instead, line 3 includes a conjunct of E(i). The original constraint on line 3, (8i : U i] = X i]), uses U to form the nest partition, where each partition class contains only a single state.
It is clear that if there exists a real fair :q-cycle, then the improved algorithm will nd it. Therefore, if the algorithm declares that there are no bad pseudocycles, this implies that, in particular there are no bad cycles, which establishes the soundness of the algorithm when it is used to deduce the absence of any bad cycles.
Results
In 7 Conclusions
In this paper we presented several signi cant extensions to the state-of-the art in uniform veri cation of parameterized systems. We demonstrated the expressive power of the logic fs1s as an e cient vehicle for expressing both the system constituents as well as the meta-operations of acceleration. We presented several acceleration schemes that lead to a very e cient regular model checking of safety parameterized properties. Finally, we presented the rst approach to the uniform veri cation of liveness properties of parameterized systems using the fs1s framework and the tlv P]
tool.
